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ABSTRACT. 2014 We give the definitions of generalized random field on
the adele ring, corresponding renormalization group and discuss the discretization procedure. The gaussian translation and scaling invariant random
fields are described.

RESUME. 2014 Nous definissons les champs aleatoires sur Ie corps des
adeles, Ie groupe de renormalisation correspondant et nous discutons la
procedure de discretisation. Nous decrivons les champs gaussiens invariants par translation et par

dilatation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently there a number of papers which discuss a possible use of padic numbers and adeles in string theory, statistical physics, quantum
mechanics (see [l]-[t3]) have been published.
We have shown previously (see [1], [2]) that the discretization of some
scalar p-adic field models are a models of Dyson’s type, and we have also
described non-gaussian branch of fixed points of p-adic renormalization
group. As in the real case (see [14]), the hamiltonian of non-gaussian fixed
point in p-adic case is an analytic renormalization of projection of cp4hamiltonian on the unit ball. Therefore it is natural to generalize this
theory on the adelic case. In the paragraph 2 we give the definition of
Wilson’s renormalization group for generalized random fields on the adele
group and describe the gaussian branch of translation and scaling (selfsimilar) invariant random fields. In the paragraph 3 the discretization
procedure is discussed. As a result we have a random fields on the set of
rational numbers and definition of renormalization group in this case. This
set is "non-distributive ring" with unusual addition and multiplication.

2. GENERALIZED RANDOM FIELDS ON THE ADELE GROUP
AND WILS ON’S RENORMALIZATION GROUP
Let Q be the field of rational numbers, R a real completion of Q, Qp a
p-adic completion of Q, where p is a prime number, Zp a ball of p-adic
innteegers
’

and

Up a multiplicative group of units

where ~I

is

p-adic norm. The restricted direct product of additive
is
with respect to
p = 2, 3, 5,
/?=2, 3, 5,
called the adele group of Q and is denoted by A. The restricted direct
with respect to
product of multiplicative groups R, Qp, p 2, 3, 5,
the units Up, p = 2, 3, 5,
is called the idele group of Q and is denoted
by A*. In other words, A is a set of all sequences of the form
groups

a

R +,

...

...

=

...

...

where
and ap E Zp for almost ally?. The set
ap E Qp, /?=2, 3,
of all such sequences forms a ring under componentwise addition and
multiplication. The additive group of this group is called the group of
...
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adeles. The elements of the group of ideles

are

sequences

for
where
~0, ~eQp, ~~0, p = 2, 3,
almost all p. A * is a set of adeles that have an inverse.
A sequence of adeles ~==(~,
... ) converges to the adele
to
a
if
it
converges
componentwise and if there is
ap, ... )
an N such that for
are p-adic integers.
The group of adeles A, being locally compact, has an invariant measure
which we denote by da. This measure will be normalized by the following
condition
...

...,

...,

where the
...,

There is
numbers.
There is
two

integral
ap, ... )

is taken
for which

over

the compact set Q of adeles

a

well known Schwartz space of functions

a

space of test functions

on

on

the field of real
the

Qp satisfying

following

requirements:

1. The function f(ap) is finite, i. e.
2. There exists n (depending

supp f is a compact
on f) such that

set.

if

We say that a sequence of functions f (ap) tends to zero if:
1. The functions fi(ap) are zero outside some fixed compact set (independent on i).
2. There exists a positive integer N such that all the functions f (aP)
satisfy the condition

tends to

3. The sequence

zero

uniformly

in ap,

as

i tends to

infinity.
We denote this spase of functions as S (Qp). Now we consider functions
f(a) on the adele group that are representable in the form of an infinite

product
and for all p, except a finite
fp E S (Qp), p 2, 3,
number, fp (ap) =1, when ap is a p-adic integer, and fp (ap) = 0 otherwise.

where f~ E S (R),

=

converges, and it is easy to see that f(a) is a
A. The functions of the form (2.4) are called
on A. The space S (A) of all functions f(a) on A

Thus, the product (2 . 4)
continuous function
elementary functions
Vol. 49, n° 3-1989.
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that are representable as finite linear combinations of elementary functions
is called Schwartz-Bruhat space (see [15]). Finally, let some topology on
S (A) be given. For example, ~ (a) -+ 0, ~ -~ oo, if there exists such representations

does not depend on n, and such N
of the ball Z p for allp&#x3E;N, all n and

m

that fnk, p are a characteristic function

generalized random field P( cp) in the A be given, i. e. a system of
with the usual conditions
probability distributions P{ ( cp, f i ),
of accordance (see [16]). Here/i=/i(a), ...~=~(~) are arbitrary test
Let

a

...,

functions in Schwartz-Bruhat space.
We introduce two groups of continuous transformations on random
consists of
fields. The group of shift transformations T2014 {~,

where

( tb cp (a), /(~)) = (q&#x3E; (a), f(a + b))

Fixing

the real number a, 1 (x2,

and

we

define the

scaling operator

where

is

a

usual absolut value

P( I À 11-«(1./2)

and
tions

A

generalized

is

a

on

R,

generalized random field with probability distribu-

random field is translation and

scaling invariant if
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If cp is a translation and scaling invariant random field on A, then its
binary correlation function must satisfy the following condition

for all a, b E A, ~eA*. It is natural to propose the
solution of (2.12):

following possible

But unfortunately the function
is well defined only on the idele
Therefore
we
the
introduce
group.
following family of distributions on

aI

S (A):
where y is

the

a

real number, y 5~ -1, and

product is taken

where

over

is

Ç(s)

I =

Newertheless, g03B3

all

prime p. Note, that the product diverges:

the

Riemann
Zeta-function.
Moreover,
is equal to zero for every
is well defined as a distribution on S (A). If
is an elementary function, then

where da~ is the the
number

Lebesgue

measure on

R. For all p, except

a

finite

and then all the factors in the product (2.18) from a certain p onward
are equal to 1. To the whole space S (A) the integral (2.18) is extended

by linearity.
Now we
function

can
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elementary functions

For

the

integral (2. 20)

For all p with

must be

finite

a

understood in the

following

sense:

exception

Thus, the product ( 2 . 21 )

converges.

that this correlation function really determines the
and
translation
scaling invariant random field (note, that the set
gaussian
of elementary functions is invariant under the shift and scaling transformaIt is easy to

verify

tions).
Now we define the Wilson’s renormalization group transformation for
the random fields in momentum space representation. Note, that the
Schwartz-Bruhat space is invariant under Fourier transformation: if

Let

a

generalized

random field

in the domain

be given, i. e. a system of probability distributions P{ (a,
..., (a,
with the usual conditions of accordance. Here f (k) E S (A), supp fi c

Q,

!=1,2,...,~.
If

we

is

denote

The

a

generalized

by Sa, Â.

random field in the domain ~n,

the operator of restriction

scaling operator in momentum

space

on

the domain Q,

representation is defined as
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.f (k)) _ ~ ~ ~

where (o,-1,/) (o C~ ’ k)~
I «(J (~ /(?. ~)).
The Wilson’s renormalization transformation R,
tion of the transformations Rl and Sa, 1:
=

is

a

composi-

It is easy to see, that

A

generalized random field is scaling invariant in Q,

if

o
.
We introduce the Fourier transform of the translation operator

as

A random field is called translation invariant if P(6)=P(to6) for any
aEA.
A generalized random field with zero mean and binary correlation
function

is translation and

is

a

is

Xp

is

a

scaling invariant in Q random field.

characteristic function of the Q, and for

Here

elementary functions

a characteristic function of the
characteristic function of the

The family of binary correlation functions, which is given by (2.31),
describes the gaussian brunch of fixed points of the Wilson’s renormalization group. The very interesting, but quite more complicated case of adelic
nongaussian branch which bifurcates from the gaussian one is under

present investigation.
Vol.

49, n° 3-1989.
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3. DISCRETIZATION OF THE RANDOM FIELDS
ON THE ADELE GROUP

(see [14]), the field of rational numbers Q can be isomorphiin the ring of adeles A. With every rational number r is
embedded
cally
associated the sequence
As is known

(r, r,

... , r,

... ) E A.

( 3 .1)

adeles, which are called principal adeles. Moreover,
principal adeles is discrete in A. The set Q of adeles
is a
p = 2, 3,
ap, ...) for which
fundamental domain of the additive group of A relative to the subgroup
of principal adeles Q.
But this natural lattice in A is not adequate to the discretization
procedure because Q is not invariant under the multiplication by the idele
1, ... )]. Therefore we
[with only trivial exception ~=(1, 1,
introduce other lattice as follows. Let us consider the set of adeles
This sequences
the ring Q of

are

...

...,

...,

D={~=(~,
Here Z is

defined

as

...}. (3.2)

...,~

a ring of rational
follows: if

integer

numbers and the function

{ap} p

is

then

Note, that if a~D and

where n, np,
adeles forms

and

then a E A *.

mpEZ,
a

"non-distributive

has

Every adele

a

form

The set of all such
p = 2, 3,
under the addition
...

ring"

multiplication
not coinside with the usual addition on A.
is one-to-one correspondence between the set D and the set of

Note, that the addition 0153 does

There
rational numbers Q. To every r E Q

corresponds

the sequence
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where
a E D

[ ] is a usual integer part in Q. On the other hand,
corresponds the rational number

to every adele

where

Since all the numbers ap beginning with sufficiently large p are equal to 1,
is well defined. For a~D aq~Zp, if
p = 2, 3, ... ,
and
2, 3,
So, d (d -1 (a)) = a and d is
an isomorphism between the
"ring" D and the "ring" Q of rational
numbers with non-usual addition and multiplication

( 3 . 9)

...

where
Let

~,={r}~=2,

3,

...

a2, ..., ap,

...}

be

an

arbitrary adèle.

Then a

can

be

represented in the form
where r (a) _ ([a~], ~ a2 } 2, ..., {~}~ ...), b=a-r(a). We see that A is
a union of pairwise disjoint sets r+Q, where r
ranges over the D.
Let cp be a generalized random field on A (in coordinate space representation). The discretization of cp is defined as a random field ç on D such
that

where
is a characteristic function of the set r+Q.
The action of shift operation ts on ç is defined as
The renormalization group transformation is defined

as

where

Here

we use that ÀQ=
s goes over DÀ. Note also that if
The definition (3 .17) is a generalization of a block03BB~ ~ 0, then
spin transformation on the lattice of integer numbers in real case or on
the hierarchical lattice in p-adic case.
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If a generalized random field cp is a translation and scaling invariant,
then its discretization is invariant relative to actions tS, s~D and r03B103B ,
Let us consider the gaussian translation and scaling invariant random
field cp, which is given by the correlation function ~-2~-~). The binary
correlation function of its discretization ç is equal to

Op=Zp.

where
s2,

...,

sp, ... ).

It is easy to

see

r = (r ~, r2, ... , r p, ... ),

that the function

coinsides with the binary correlation function of the gaussian translation
and scaling invariant (self-similar) random process on the lattice of rational
integer numbers ( see [16]), and the function

coinsides with the binary correlation function of the gaussian translation
and scaling invariant random field on the hierarchical lattice of p-adic
for suffipurely fraction numbers (see [1], [2], [18]-[21]).
the
So,
product ( 3 . 18) converges.
ciently large p,

usual function. Note, that rED, sED and
understood0 in the sense of the "non-distributive" ring D.

exists

as

a

r-s

must be

’
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